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From the Director’s armchair

There are many theories related to the art of  
directing and I have tended to use fairly  

traditional approaches with high school musicals – until 
this year – with Ever After. All teachers at Concordian  
International School must set professional develop-
ment goals for the year. I decided to focus on the stage 
rather than classroom, with the objective of using a 
more contemporary approach to directing – one which 
places much greater emphasis on building the ensem-
ble over several weeks – and to withhold the scripts 
for a lot longer than is normal practice. The technique 
places responsibility for developing character with the 
actor – with very little if any explicit direction on how 
to bring the role to life from the director. I have to say 
my lasting impressions of this production center on 
the strong characterization realized on stage by our  
student actors. Not one role was weak (in my  
objective opinion!) and not one actor dropped out-of-role  
during the two performances. It is one of the strongest  
ensembles I have worked with – and full credit must 
go to them, our wonderfully talented musicians and  
maestro Mr. George, the technical team and  
Mr. Eulalio for his encouragement, expertise and  
choreography. Te Arohanui.

Clynt Walker Whitaker, Director. 

Is Ever After really as happy as everyone  
expected?  In a hilarious parody of daytime TV, host  

Monterey Jack Chesterfield Williamson wonders if time  
truly heals all wounds.  He invites Cinderella and her  
middle-aged ’beauty-impaired’ stepsisters to  
reconcile with each other after being estranged for 20 
years.  What about Snow White and the Evil Queen?  
This hysterical fractured fairy tale has it all:  a  
trash-talking clairvoyant mirror, an unfortunate prince 
who is turning slowly back into a frog and even 
Jiminy Cricket — now an occupational therapist and  
author of the book “My Life as Your Conscience.”  
The musical is punctuated by questions from obnox-
ious studio audience members and ridiculously funny  
infomercials for fairy tale related products, such as 
the Practical Princess Crown which doubles as a 
purse and makeup case.  Get ready for some knee-
slapping and hand-clapping with great foot-tapping 
songs like ’Beauty Impaired’ and ’Dainty Do-Gooder’!

Director with Snow White&Cinderella Serious actors!

Director with  
the Evil Queen!
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